
 
 
 

IRIS FLAME PROCESSOR P522 INTEGRATED WITH VIEWING HEAD S550BE 
 
The P522 signal processor has been designed to make it fail safe. When properly installed and 
functioning as designed, it functions as a safety device that will provide protection from 
furnace explosions.  
The S550BE is a viewing head device, working as a flame sensor with two measurement 
methods UV and IR, viewing head directly exposure to flame intensity, since different type of 
fuel has different intensity the S550BE has been consider suitable for detecting sour gas (H2S) 
fuel flame.  This paper is prepared to familiarize functionality of flame processor Honeywell 
type P522 integrated with flame viewing head type S550BE. 
 
Identification front panel PUSH BUTTON and LED 
 

 
 
1. Button with LED illumination (mark A and B) 
A steady illumination of A or B indicating which channel is being use. The processor only works 
for 1 sensor and 1 channel at the time. 
 
2. STORE button 
Use to save any changing parameter value i.e. flame ON setting, GAIN setting etc. 



 
 
 
 
3. FLAME ON button,  
It is push button to see flame ON set point. There are 4 digit numbers for adjusting flame ON 
set point; 0001-2999. To adjust set point hold the button,  use up/down button for changing 
value and save using STORE button 
 
4. FLAME OFF button,  
It is push button to see flame OFF set point. There are 4 digit numbers for adjusting flame OFF 
set point; 0001-2999.  To adjust set point hold the button,  use up/down button for changing 
value and save using STORE button 
 
5. GAIN SET button 
This is a button to see UV gain or IR gain values.  The IR gain, ranges from 000 to 699 and the 
UV gain has ranges from 00 - 99. 
 
6. FFRT button  
The flame failure response time, or F.F.R.T., is defined as the time it takes for the flame relay 
to deenergize after the flame signal (from the viewing head) drops out. Only three settings are 
possible: 1, 2 and 3 seconds. 
  
7. TIME DELAY ON button 
Delaying flame relay to energize when flame detected, four option available 0, 1, 2, 3 seconds. 

 
8. RESET button 
Any step need reset action can be done from this button    
 
9. SELF CHECK OK LED 
The Self Checking is the first status to be obtained before proceeding to next step in 
application P522 processor. 
The blinking LED  labelled SELF-CHECK O.K. is evidence that voltage is applied to the coil of this 
self-checking relay, checking also can be held by measuring voltage at SCC, SC OFF and SC ON 
terminal. LED status blank is indicating a problem in the processor, for instance; 
- The hardware issue (i.e.  Shutter mechanism not moving or the outputs relay not working)   
- Electronic component or internal software in the P522 has problem, 
- The power to the unit is OFF (the most likely condition). 
 
10. UP ARROW button 
This button is required to increase value during adjustment. 
 
11. DOWN ARROW button 
This button is required to decrease value during adjustment. 
 



12. FLAME ON LED 
A led to notify that flame intensity obtain minimum setting, this led ON when flame relay is 
energized,  and flame relay will energized when FLAME ON threshold reached minimum limit. 
 
13. 1-9 LED 
This led indicating there is problem occurred with hardware such as viewing head defective or 
noise due to grounding issue.  
 
14. LOCKOUT LED 
Lockout status will force processor to DEENERGIZED flame relay, whatever current condition.  
Lock out occurred in following condition; 
- When self-checking is not satisfied 
- When viewing head faulty. 
- When power supply less than 17 V DC 
- When viewing head detect flame in saturated condition. 
             
15. FLAME INTENSITY BARGRAPH 
Indicating flame intensity capture by viewing head, ranges from 0% to 100% 
 
16. SEVEN SEGMEN LED NUMBER 
To display setting value during adjustment or flame intensity during normal operation  

 
 
 

IMPORTANT NOTES 
 
RECOMMENDED SETTING 
 
The initial settings for the P522 signal processor as mentioned here below; 
1. F.F.R.T. (Time Delay Off) to 3 SEC. 
2. GAIN SET to 25. 
3. TIME DELAY ON to 0. 
4. FLAME ON to 200. 
5. FLAME OFF to 100. 
The proper setting must be determined during final adjustment. 
 
RETURN TO FACTORY SETTING 
 
There are three major branches on the decision tree after one gets into the S550 setup by 
pressing the A and B push buttons simultaneously. That is, if says NO to “CAL?”, display will 
jump to adjustment option, one is asked if one wishes to do adjust. If one says NO to “AdJ?”,  
P520/P522 and S550 continue with normal operation. If one says YES to defaults, then the 
original default settings are stored for the selected channel overwriting the previous S550 
settings for that channel. 
 



 
 
CALIBRATION OF VIEWING HEAD S550BE 
 
With processor connected to viewing head and devices installed at the burner, signal 
calibration can be performed from processor P522 front panel, more over AUTO CALIBRATION 
need burner in running condition. 
 
The step to do calibration is as below: 
1. Bring the firing rate of the burner to a low fire condition. 
2.  If the flame relay has not yet energized, adjust the flame on & off set points so that it does. 
If “CAL” was activated without the flame relay being energized, the following display will 
show: “bon?”. Press the reset button to return to the  previous state. 
3. Determine whether to calibrate using the UV or IR sensor.  
 At the front panel of the P522 press both A and B push buttons simultaneously. 
 The display will respond with “CAL?”.  Press YES. The display will then show “CALu”. 
 Press YES to calibrate the UV response, else press NO. 
 If NO is pressed, the display will show “CALr”. Press YES to calibrate the IR response. (Pressing 
NO will return the P520/P522 to normal operation, exiting the S550B CAL mode.) 
The P520/P522 will automatically adjust the gain for the selected sensor; this takes a few 
seconds. If this adjustment is successful the display will show “----”,and the P522 will return to 
normal operation, displaying a reading of about  1100 to 1300. 



However, if the signal input is too low, the P522 will display “2-Lo”. Press the RESET button to 
return to the previous settings. If the signal level is too high, the display will show “OriF”. In 
this case flame path issue need resolve using orifice disc. 
If adjustment to be done manually, initial recommendation setting as below; 
UV Gain = 32 (out of 0-99 range) 
Filter = Filter 3 (high pass above 33Hz) 
IR Gain = 451 (out of 0- 699 range) 
 
If utilizing burner running for calibration is not possible, there is special tool for viewing head 
CALIBRATION available in the market as shown here below; 
 

 
 
 
ANALOG OUTPUT OPTION 
 
The processor P522 equipped with analog output option, the range interchangeable between 
0-20 mA and 4-20 mA, follow below procedure to change the output range from 4-20mA into 
0-20mA and vice versa. 
Press the front panel push-buttons (indicated in the table below) while holding down both the 
DOWN and UP buttons. Press all in each row together (i.e., three in the first row, two in the 
second row, and three in the last row). 
 

 
 
 



WIRE TERMINATION 
 
Processor P522 only working for 1 channel at the time, as default channel A will be online, 
dual channel is applied when processor use for discrimination two burner, for instance pilot 
burner detected by channel A and main burner detected by channel B, to switch from channel 
A to channel B a 24VDC power should be supplied to CHAN SEL terminal and VH SEL terminal. 
 

 
 
 
 Viewing head termination  
GND (power ground), +V (power 24VDC+ to viewing head), SC (pulse signal from viewing head) 
SIG (flame signal from viewing head), SIG GND (signal ground) 

 

 
 



PROBLEMS AND REMEDIES 
 
1. If lockout occurred due to flame sensing saturated (IR display showing “99”),  
- Reduce IR gain or install orifice disc. 
 
2. If lockout occurred due to self-checking failed;  
- check viewing head connection or reset processor to factory setting.  
 
3. If lockout due to noise interference. 
- Noise interference can lead processor to lockout status, it might happen due to improper  
  grounding connection, check termination, ensure there is no different potential power   
  between ground sensor and ground processor, otherwise current can flow through the   
  viewing head cable, which can damage the P522 signal processor or the associated power  
  supply. 
 
4. Front panel showing NO FLAME SIGNAL and NO DISPLAY  
- Check wiring refer to section WIRING CONNECTION GUIDE 
- Check the voltage at PWR IN terminals with a volt meter. It should measure approximately 26  
  VDC. If not, checks the power supply and wiring, or replaces the power supply.  If 26 VDC is  
  measured, remove the power for 10 seconds. If the self-resetting fuse has tripped, removing  
  then reapplying power will reset the fuse. 
 
5. DIGITAL DISPLAY IS SHOWING 0000 AND NO FLAME SIGNAL 
- Using a volt meter, check at viewing head A terminals, on the bottom of the mother board,  
  for 26 VDC across +V and GND. If the voltage is low, check the power supply. If the supply is  
  okay, removing and reapplying the power after 10 seconds will reset the 0.25A self-resetting  
  fuse if it has tripped. 
- Check the voltage at pins 4 (26 VDC) and 5 (PWR GND) of the viewing head connector. If the  
  voltage is zero, check the wiring of the connector for shorts and/or replace the viewing head  
  cable. If 26 VDC is measured, then the viewing head may be defective, and should be  
  replaced. 
 
6. FLAME SIGNAL SHOWS ON DISPLAY; FLAME ON RELAY AND LIGHT ARE OFF. 
- The viewing head is incorrectly wired or defective (see 5, above). 
- The set point values for flame ON are incorrect. 
 
7. FLAME SIGNAL SHOWS ON ANALOG BARGRAPH DISPLAY; FLAME ON LIGHT IS OFF; 
LOCKOUT LIGHT IS ON. 
- The viewing head may be defective. 
- There may be a noise or grounding  
- Press RESET button on front panel. 
 
8. 1-9 LED STAYS ON 
- There may be a noise or grounding problem  
- The viewing head may be defective. 



 
9. FRONT PANEL BUTTONS DO NOT RESPOND. 
- The P522 front panel may be locked out. 
 
 
SELF-CHECKING FUNCTION 
 
When processor P522 energized, the self-checking function will automatically started. The 
software in the P522 activates the self-checking relay if there are less than 10 pulses coming in 
from the viewing head during each dark period. To energize self-check relay, the software 
must generate pulses at a particular rate and with a specific duty cycle.  If this regular pattern 
is not maintained, or if any of the circuitry fails, will cause a lockout condition that will de-
energize the flame relay. The LOCKOUT led on the P522 will indicate this condition, requiring a 
reset to return to normal flame monitoring mode. A reset can be achieved only if the lockout 
condition has been corrected, reset can be performed from front panel P522. 
 
SELF-CHECK O.K LED on the front of panel must be blinking all the time for making processor 
working normal, otherwise processor will not functioning 
 
The blinking LED on the front panel labelled SELF-CHECK O.K.is evidence that voltage is applied 
to the coil of this self-checking relay, because both are energized by the same voltage. The 
difference is that the voltage to the coil is applied steadily, while the voltage from the relay to 
the LED is gated on and off by the software in conjunction with the pulses counted during the 
dark period. 
 

Care to be taken to following mater; 
 
Maintain SELF CHECK OK led always blinking 
Avoid lockout condition and rectify when it is occurred. 

 Avoid different ground potential between viewing head body and processor body   
Avoid voltage drop below 19 volt, it may lead processor shutdown 
Remember to special recommendation from manufacture outline here below; 
 

 


